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NEW QUESTION: 1
Mary's mobile application will be accessed using a Web browser
using HTTPS. What must Mary do to ensure the browser will allow
access to her application site?
A. Import a trusted root certificate into the application.
B. Nothing, Domino provides this service without additional
configuration.
C. Create an SSL keyring using a third-party trusted
certificate.
D. Ensure the application host is defined in a Domain Name
Server.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
A customer with offices in a large metro area uses CICS and
ADABAS on an older z10 EC mainframe. They also have a PC server
environment administered by a separate IT sub-organization. The
distributed environment consists of several dozen x86 and
rack-mounted blades running a mixture of HTTP/web serving, many
small DBMSs (i.e., SQL-Server, Oracle, Informix) and a few
Windows-based locally-written applications.
Which of the following would be an effective strategy to
evaluate modernization options for their systems environment?
A. RACEv comparison
B. zCP3000 capacity projection
C. zPCR model
D. Fit for Purpose workshop
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
In which scenario does the Applications DBA need to run the
Rapid Clone utility?
A. There is a need for another Oracle Applications system to
test the patches to be applied on the Production system.
Currently, QWERT company has five Oracle Applications systems
including Production. The Production and Test systems are on
Release 12.2.10 and the remaining systems are on Release
12.2.9. The Applications DBA plans to run the Oracle utility on
the Test system to test the patch.
B. There was a hardware disk failure on the Development server.
The Development system was being used to test the application
patches. The POIUY company has only two systems: Development
and Production. As soon as the hardware disk failure is
resolved on the Development server, there is a need to rebuild
that Development system. The Applications DBA plans to run the
Oracle utility to rebuild the Development system.
C. There are two systems (Test and Production) for XYZ company.
There are invalid
objects being encountered in the Production system. The
errors are not happening on the Test system.
The Applications DBA plans to run the Oracle utility on the
Production system to fix the
invalid objects.
D. ABC company has three systems: Development, Test, and
Production. Testing of the Oracle Applications patches are
being done on the Test system and being promoted to Development
for further testing. After the patches are tested in the Test
and Development systems without any issues, they would be
promoted to the Production system. The Applications DBA plans
to run the Oracle utility for the promotion of the patch.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which two statements accurately describe an Oracle Functions
application?
A. A common context to store configuration variables that are
available to all functions in the application
B. A logical group of functions
C. A Docker image containing all the functions that share the
same configuration
D. A small block of code invoked in response to an Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure (OCI) Events service
E. An application based on Oracle Functions, Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure (OCI) Events and OCI API Gateway services
Answer: C,E
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